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                                     Abstract
With the rise of Internet-based technologies, new web-based communities of practice have emerged, that we term online epistemic communities, or “OECs”, whose raison d’être is the co-creation of knowledge objects such as open-source programming languages or encyclopædias (for example, Wikipedia). In this chapter we focus on the case of Wikipedia, where general public participation has recently grown very quickly, in part due to egalitarian principles that encourage free participation by everyone. However, widespread participation, coupled with the principle of neutrality of viewpoint, has led to “editing wars” (repeated text deletions and “reverts”, now largely controlled by “(ro)bots”). The nature of participation has tended to change over time, with a migration of conflicts to discussion pages, especially in the case of articles on contentious issues (e.g. “The Turin Shroud”). Our aim is to describe the characteristics of such OEC debates, in relation to their contexts and potential for effective knowledge elaboration. We describe an approach to studying argumentation practices in OECs based on articulating third-person (researcher) analyses, based on a pragma-dialectic model extended to include dimensions of knowledge elaboration and interpersonal relations, with a first-person (participant) perspective, where key contributors to controversial articles produced narratives on their ‘life cycles’. On the basis of two case-study discussions we show that although debates are mostly epistemic, concerning article content and structure, the possibilities of anonymity and completely open participation also lead to disputes on an interpersonal (ad hominem) level, concerning expertise. We conclude with prospects for rendering OEC debates more constructive and productive.
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                             Notes
	1.See the following list of “controversial issues” in Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:List_of_controversial_issues.


	2.
            https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_most_popular_websites.


	3.
              https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Five_pillars.


	4.Our translation from the French: “les articles doivent être écrits de façon à ne pas prendre parti pour un point de vue plutôt qu'un autre. Au contraire, il s'agit de présenter tous les points de vue pertinents, en les attribuant à leurs auteurs, mais sans en adopter aucun (…) La neutralité de point de vue n’est pas le seul principe fondateur. La pertinence du contenu est aussi importante. Par conséquent, la neutralité de point de vue ne signifie pas qu'il faille présenter nécessairement tous les points de vue existants sur un sujet. Ne doivent l’être que ceux qui sont pertinents, en leur accordant une place proportionnelle à leur importance dans les études sur le sujet.” We choose to refer to the French speaking rule as the English version is slightly different.


	5.
              https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikip%C3%A9dia:Controverse_de_neutralit%C3%A9.


	6.
              https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Edit_warring.


	7.The conflict produced by “the descent of Pluto” around the renaming of the article on the celestial body (significantly here, not the cartoon character) “Pluto”. The discussion was made necessary by a decision of an international scientific body that required Pluto to “descend” from its status of a planet to that of an asteroid (the “descent” of Pluto).


	8.In stating that these interactive roles “emerge” from interaction we make no assumptions concerning participants’ intentions or awareness of their adoption of these roles, seen as regular and distinctive aggregates of ways of participating in the discussion, nor do we assume that relations between interactive roles are “causal”, cognisant or intentional.


	9.In order to approach anonymity, we have changed the names of all Wikipedians mentioned in this chapter. Notwithstanding, all the discussions analysed here, together with the pseudonyms effectively used by participants, are publicly and freely available in the “Talk” pages associated to the corresponding Wikipedia articles.


	10.In February 2016, no such statement concerning a neutrality controversy appears at the top of the corresponding articles in languages such as English, Spanish, German, Italian and Dutch (although the articles in Greek and in Portuguese, for example, state that insufficient sources are given). This particular form of the controversy therefore appears largely specific to the French language Wikipedia community. We dispose of no sociological data with which to interpret this fact.


	11.See the following link for French language discussions on the NPOV principle (https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discussion_Wikipédia:Neutralité_de_point_de_vue), and the following for discussions in English (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia_talk:Neutral_point_of_view).
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